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Abstract: Barriers are utilized for various tasks in security, environmental monitoring, penetration
detection and reconnaissance. It is highly necessary to consider how to support pedestrian tracking
and target detection in theme park areas having multiple obstacles. In this paper, we create security
barriers through cooperation between mobile robots and UAVs for use in theme park areas where
multiple obstacles of undetermined forms are placed. We formally define the problem and the
goals. The goals are the following: to maximize the number of convex hull obstacle-aware tracking
barriers using mobile robots and UAVs, to satisfy given detection accuracy, and to ensure that all
environments are protected by convex hull obstacle-aware tracking barriers without disturbance
from irregular obstacles. To address the problem, we propose two different algorithms, to improve
security barriers and avoid various forms of obstacles, in a bid to work towards a 6G-enabled virtual
emotion environment. Then, the proposed schemes are executed through simulations with various
settings, and the numerical results evaluated with detailed discussions and demonstrations.

Keywords: mobile robots; UAVs; obstacles; 6G; virtual emotion

1. Introduction

Thanks to advances in mobile operations and intelligent technology, mobile robots
have recently worked in extreme conditions, such as in severe disaster and accident areas,
non-terrestrial spaces, harsh environments, isolated places, etc. Instead of single operations,
a group of mobile robots have been applied to various industrial fields and smart cities.
Mobile robots have been used to form cooperative groups consisting of multiple robots,
or to perform specific tasks, within 5G considerations and promising 6G considerations,
such as the following: basic control operations, information processing, and location
tracking [1–6]. As applicable fields expand gradually, an optimal strategy, involving a
group of mobile robots constructing obstacle-aware barriers to fit with required mission
objectives and conditions, is indispensable. Cooperation between the Internet of Things
(IoT) and artificial intelligence is advantageous in deciding optimal construction and in
supporting effective obstacle recognition [7–12].

Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) are widely used in commercial areas, and are
increasingly applied to public and research fields. They play important roles in air traffic,
and improving transmission optimization of terrestrial networks, including theme park
applications, and smart cities [13–22]. Furthermore, the use of UAVs is expanding into
academic fields and into numerous industrial areas, including blockchain, edge computing,
neural networks, marine targets and so on [23–33].

On the other hand, the use of barriers has extended to various applications for fu-
ture use in more diverse places and the conducting of tasks such as security provision,
environmental monitoring, prevention, surveillance, reconnaissance, and virtual emotion
surveillance [34–37]. Among these, the intrusion prevention system is a security system
that has attracted the attention of next generation interests and is expected to form very
active domestic and foreign markets. Rather than using mobile robots and UAVs sep-
arately, building barriers through mutual cooperation can improve accuracy in finding
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mission-specific formations that accord with a region, so as to successfully complete tasks.
Cooperation and smooth communication in the execution of work facilitates high accuracy.

However, when mobile robots and UAVs work together, a route may be blocked,
or communication interfered with, if there is an obstacle in the area, and this may cause
operations to fail. Hence, the issue of avoiding obstacles that are not of fixed form, but
irregular, should be considered an important issue. For successful work, a stable operation
must be accomplished without any collisions with obstacles. Previous studies have not
addressed the problem by setting convex hull obstacles with deformed cases. If an obstacle
does not have the specified shape, problems may arise in recognizing the shape of the
obstacle or in constructing the barrier. So, we differentiate ourselves by focusing on
constructing barriers efficiently in regard to the research problem of irregular obstacles, by
transforming obstacles into various shapes to investigate how these deformed obstacles
can be avoided.

Based on the above motivations, the main content of this paper can be identified
as follows:

• We design a convex hull obstacle-aware pedestrian tracking and target detection
system for theme park applications, to achieve obstacle avoidance when mobile robots
and UAVs work together to build tracking barriers in situations having multiple
obstacles set with irregular shapes, not fixed shapes.

• We formally define the research problem associated with mobile robots and UAVs
with the aim of building as many convex hull obstacle-aware tracking barriers as
possible for obstacle avoidance.

• Two different methods are proposed, with their applied strategies and varied set-
tings, to solve problems through simulation, to compare performance by arbitrarily
regularizing obstacles, and to find and rearrange routes in advance.

The rest of this paper has the following organization. In Section 2, we briefly review
previous studies and works. In Section 3, a convex hull obstacle-aware pedestrian tracking
and target detection system for theme park applications is introduced, with its system
configuration, assumptions, and essential terms, and the problem is defined. In Section 4,
two different algorithms are presented with their basic ideas and execution procedures.
Moreover, in Section 5, we evaluate the performances of the proposed algorithms based on
numerical outcomes through simulations. Then, we conclude this paper in Section 6.

2. Related Works

In this section, we review previous related works and studies. The barrier concept
was initially introduced, in [38], to detect penetration in wireless sensor networks. The
location fault and error-enabled tolerant barrier coverage in wireless sensor networks was
developed by [39]. In [40], the authors introduced the concepts of weak barrier coverage
and strong barrier coverage in wireless sensor networks, with applicable scenarios and
cases. In [41], the authors formally defined the problem in terms of the objective of creating
a minimal number of directional sensors on condition that every target area is protected
by directional sensor nodes. In [42], the authors formally defined the research problem
around maximizing a system’s lifetime to cover two different situations, those of neglected
sensors and normal sensors. In [43], one-way barrier coverage was devised in consideration
of a comprehensive sensor and its applicability. One direction of cross is inappropriate
for specific intrusion detection services but the one-way barrier devised would allow
detection with a pre-determined direction. Moreover, in [44], the authors introduced a
critical research problem of coverage hole detection and its boundary discovery. To resolve
the problem, a localized algorithm, based on Delaunay triangulation, was developed with
geometric information. In [45], the authors suggested a distributed greedy approach to find
paths, using cooperation between mobile sensors and static sensors, to improve the sensed
coverage region. In [46], the authors introduced fault-tolerant barriers using virtual emotion
surveillance operated by an intelligent group of smart UAVs. Furthermore, in [47], the
authors studied the important research problem that seeks a minimally segmented barrier in
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a two-dimensional area within a polygonally bounded perspective. They formally defined
the problem to reduce undetectable penetration using mobile sensors. In [48], the authors
focused on positioning mobile devices on the boundary of the polygonal environment
to track penetrations of attackers. In [49], a periodically monitoring scheduling method
was proposed to support every member, and its position, in a line-based barrier consisting
of mobile devices. Furthermore, in [50], the authors utilized GPS technology and its
information when location errors were found in built barriers and introduced a scheduling
scheme for barrier construction by mobile devices with possible location faults and errors.
In [51], a critical research problem was formally defined to seek the maximal number of
mobile devices and system components on condition that the movable devices had limited
bounds within the targeted region. In [52], the authors envisioned dynamic objects in
barrier coverage and introduced a distributed approach to provide proper coverage to
region of interests. Moreover, in [53], the authors focused on the research problem of how
to build line-based barriers composed of mobile devices or nodes. They also considered
the optimization problem of minimizing the maximal moving distance for each component
or sensor, as well as minimizing the total moving distance of mobile sensors.

Previous studies have generally assumed that there are no obstacles in the given area
and create barriers [38–47]. Figure 1a represents a common security barrier in a square-
shaped area. As shown in Figure 1a, three security barriers were formed by mobile robots
and UAVs so that each security barrier detected any penetration from top to bottom, or
from bottom to top, satisfying the requirement and objective of the existing barrier for
the targeted area. Given the heterogeneous detection or communication ranges of system
components, including mobile robots and UAVs, existing security barriers were gradually
created by the adjusted, or changed, location of system components and by dealing with
overlapping communication ranges. This method covers an entire area and it is easy to
connect components to one another. However, only limited situations, having no obstacles,
can be covered. So, additional consideration is necessary in regard to avoiding obstacles
and creating appropriate barriers in a targeted area. Most previous works deliberated on
the relatively simple case of regular shaped obstacles in a given area. It is reasonable to
proceed with research on creating obstacle-aware barriers to fit with practical scenarios.

(a) (b)

Figure 1. Brief descriptions of basic security barrier formations and of obstacles in a target area: (a) an
example of common security barriers, (b) overlapping coverage when obstacles intrude.

3. Proposed Framework

First, this section presents the initial system settings, configurations and assumptions.
Additionally, the main problem is formally defined in consideration of convex hull obstacle-
aware tracking and detection.

3.1. System Configuration and Assumptions

The following settings and assumptions are applied to the proposed system.
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• The proposed system is composed of mobile robots and UAVs as system components,
where each component has different detection or communication ranges.

• Obstacles are not limited to squares but have various shapes.
• Several obstacles are not made by mobile robots and UAVs and obstacle-aware barriers

are not made by placing them on top of obstacles.
• A convex hull obstacle-aware tracking barrier is created when the communication

ranges of system components overlap with the obstacle.

Figure 1b describes how, in a situation where an obstacle is positioned between a mo-
bile robot and smart UAV, equipped with wireless transceiver, receiver, and heterogeneous
communication or detection range with an overlapped portion, an obstacle-aware security
barrier can be generated by the system components in the two-dimensional environment.

Figure 2 presents a brief overview of convex hull obstacle-aware pedestrian tracking
and detection in a theme park application. As seen in Figure 2, when there are several
convex hull obstacles, the specific barrier type of convex hull obstacle-aware detection can
be constructed for the purpose of pedestrian tracking and detection in theme parks.

Figure 2. A brief overview of convex hull obstacle-aware pedestrian tracking and detection in
theme parks.

3.2. Essential Terms, Problem Definition and Notations

Now, the basic terms which are used in the proposed system are presented in this subsection.

Definition 1 (convex hull obstacle-aware tracking and detection barriers). Assume that a set of
system components S covering a group of surveillance mobile robots and a group of UAVs are
positioned in theme park area T, where multiple convex hull-shaped obstacles C are included. The
convex hull obstacle-aware tracking barriers for the theme park, referred as ConvexAwareTheme,
are generated by mobile robots and UAVs to track pedestrians, as well as to detect targets in the
theme park.

If we have a given area, and there are various forms of obstacles, the problem is to
maximize the total number of barriers. First, it is required that the detection accuracy of
the mobile robots and UAVs is greater than, or equal to, the specified value. Then, the
component communication range is adjusted to less than the size of the obstacle. The
reason for this adjustment is that, if the communication range becomes larger than the size
of the obstacle, the problem can be solved by using one component and there is no need to
discuss the problem. A formal definition of the main research problem to be solved follows.
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Definition 2 (MaxConvexAwareTheme problem). It is given that there is a situation having
various forms of obstacles C in a given area, rather than a situation having common barriers. The
MaxConvexAwareTheme problem is solved by maximizing the number of convex hull obstacle-aware
tracking barriers, while avoiding convex hull obstacles to generate a ConvexAwareTheme. The
detection accuracy q of mobile robots and UAVs must exceed a certain value, and the communication
range r must not be greater than the size of the smallest obstacle in the region. The obstacle is not of
a fixed shape, such as a square, but rather the obstacle is of varied shapes, and the component cannot
be placed on the obstacle.

Then, the objective of the MaxConvexAwareTheme problem is to:

Maximize ϑ (1)

The basic notations, with their brief descriptions, are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Notations.

Notations Description

T a theme park area
S a set of system components
C a set of convex hull obstacles
H a set of convex hull obstacle-aware tracking barriers
n the number of system components including mobile robots and UAVs
p the total number of convex hull obstacles
q the required minimum target detection accuracy
r the communication range of system component
i an identifier of component, where i ≤ n, si ∈ S
k an identifier of cooperative barrier, where k ≤ n, hk ∈ H
ϑ the total number of convex hull obstacle-aware tracking barriers

4. Proposed Methods

This section specifies two different algorithms designed to solve the MaxConvex-
AwareTheme problem with irregular obstacles. A description of the execution procedure
with input, output and code of all developed algorithms are presented.

4.1. Algorithm 1: Pre-Filled Convex Hull-Aware Construction

Firstly, an algorithm for solving the MaxConvexAwareTheme problem, called Pre-Filled
Convex Hull-Aware Construction, is proposed. Then, the execution procedures are described.

• Verify initial random locations of the system components S, including the mobile
robots and UAVs, with their communication ranges r in theme park area T.

• A position of a convex hull obstacle in the whole area is grasped.
• Check the shape and area of the obstacle.
• The concave shape of the obstacle is arbitrarily filled in to form a square having the

minimum area.
• The following procedures are iterated until a new convex hull obstacle-aware tracking

barrier is not found.

– Find a convex hull obstacle-aware tracking barrier consisting of a mobile robot
and UAVs to satisfy the given detection accuracy q.

– If a new convex hull obstacle-aware tracking barrier is sought, then, add the
found barrier hk to the set of convex hull obstacle-aware tracking barriers H;

• Calculate the size of H;
• The number of convex hull obstacle-aware tracking barriers ϑ are returned as the final result.

Originally, it draws a square as close as possible to the size of the obstacle and fills
in the missing parts arbitrarily. Since it is made into a square with the smallest area of
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the obstacle, it can reduce the amount of space wasted and reduce the number of parts to
consider, reducing the execution time of the algorithm.

Figure 3 shows various situations that occur during the execution of Algorithm 1:
Pre-Filled Convex Hull-Aware Construction. Figure 3a represents an initial state in which
components are randomly arranged, and Figure 3b represents the square after filling in the
missing parts of the obstacle. Figure 3c avoids obstacles and forms a barrier.

The pseudocode, with the implementation procedures, is explained in Algorithm 1.

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 3. The execution status and procedure of Algorithm 1. (a) Initial state: randomly placed
components. (b) Recognition of obstacle shape rectangles. (c) Forming a convex hull obstacle-aware
tracking barrier.
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Algorithm 1 Pre-Filled Convex Hull-Aware Construction
Inputs: T, S, C, n, p, q, r, Output: ϑ

1: identify S with r in T;
2: recognize positions of C in T;
3: check the boundary of C;
4: fill out the concave portion of C;
5: form a square-shaped obstacle from the convex hull obstacle;
6: while a new ConvexAwareTheme is not found in T do
7: seek a new ConvexAwareTheme hk satisfying q;
8: If hk is found, add it to H;
9: estimate |H| and update |H| as ϑ;

10: return ϑ;

4.2. Algorithm 2: Pre-Drawn Virtual Lines Relocation

Secondly, Algorithm 2, referred as Pre-Drawn Virtual Lines Relocation is devised to
resolve the problem. Its basic idea is to find a route in advance and rearrange all system
members in a given area to solve the obstacle problem. The execution stages are specified
as follows.

• Randomly locate a set of system components S covering the mobile robots and UAVs
in the theme park region T.

• Confirm convex hull obstacles within T;
• A mobile robot is arbitrarily selected to draw all the virtual paths from the edge of the

area to the diagonal edge, avoiding obstacles.
• After that, all the mobile robots and UAVs are rearranged on the drawn virtual path.
• The below steps are iterated until a new convex hull obstacle-aware tracking barrier is

not built.

– With virtual lines, seek a convex hull obstacle-aware tracking barrier consisting
of a mobile robot and UAVs to meet the required detection accuracy q.

– If a new convex hull obstacle-aware tracking barrier is found, add the found
barrier hk to the set of convex hull obstacle-aware tracking barrier H;

• Calculate the size of H;
• The number of convex hull obstacle-aware tracking barriers ϑ created by relocation

are returned as the final result.

A virtual path drawn from end to end in a given region is drawn arbitrarily to
determine the space in which the mobile robots and UAVs are placed, even if an unexpected
obstacle occurs, and is not displayed separately. Knowing, and using, all the space the
component can be placed appropriately, the unused space is minimized and the algorithm
can be executed in regard to any form of obstacle.

Figure 4 depicts various situations that occur while performing Algorithm 2: Pre-
Drawn Virtual Lines Relocation. Figure 4a indicates that a virtual line is arbitrarily formed
within the zone, and Figure 4b confirms that all components are rearranged on the virtual
line formed. Figure 4c uses the rearranged components to form a convex hull obstacle-
aware tracking barrier.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 4. The implementation status and procedure of Algorithm 2. (a) Arbitrarily form a virtual line.
(b) Relocate components over virtual lines. (c) Forming a convex hull obstacle-aware tracking barrier
with the rearranged components.

The pseudocode, with implementation procedures, is specified in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Pre-Drawn-Virtual-Lines-Relocation
Inputs: T, S, C, n, p, q, r, Output: ϑ

1: verify S with r in T;
2: identify locations of C in T;
3: select a mobile robot si from S;
4: draw virtual paths from the edge of T to diagonal edge using si;
5: confirm every mobile robot and UAV is rearranged on the drawn virtual path;
6: while a new ConvexAwareTheme is not found in T do
7: seek a new ConvexAwareTheme hk satisfying q using drawn virtual lines;
8: If hk is found, add it to H;
9: calculate |H| and update |H| as ϑ;

10: return ϑ;

Figure 4. The implementation status and procedure of Algorithm 2. (a) Arbitrarily form a virtual line.
(b) Relocate components over virtual lines. (c) Forming a convex hull obstacle-aware tracking barrier
with the rearranged components.

The pseudocode, with implementation procedures, is specified in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Pre-Drawn-Virtual-Lines-Relocation
Inputs: T, S, C, n, p, q, r, Output: ϑ

1: verify S with r in T;
2: identify locations of C in T;
3: select a mobile robot si from S;
4: draw virtual paths from the edge of T to diagonal edge using si;
5: confirm every mobile robot and UAV is rearranged on the drawn virtual path;
6: while a new ConvexAwareTheme is not found in T do
7: seek a new ConvexAwareTheme hk satisfying q using drawn virtual lines;
8: If hk is found, add it to H;
9: calculate |H| and update |H| as ϑ;

10: return ϑ;
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5. Results and Performance Analysis

In this section, the devised Algorithm 1, Pre-Filled Convex Hull-Aware Construction, and
Algorithm 2, Pre-Drawn Virtual Lines Relocation, are analyzed according to the outcomes
obtained after extensive simulations with various settings of theme park size, different
numbers of system components, and different intervals of the random communication
ranges. If we specified the system settings and execution environments, the number of
system components for a group of mobile robots and a fleet of smart UAVs ranged from
100 to 250. The sizes of the theme park to be monitored were 1000 by 1000 m, 1050 by
1050, 1100 by 1100, 1150 by 1150, respectively. The intervals of the random communication
ranges for the system components were considered to be from 30 to 45. Moreover, it was
confirmed that all numerical outcomes ϑ as objective values of the total number of convex
hull obstacle-aware tracking barriers would be an average number after 1000 experiments
were implemented with different settings and parameters through an ad-hoc server, which
had dual CPUs with each having 2.7 GHz, 2933 MHz and two GPUs with 48 GB for each.

For the first simulation scenario, we implemented the two different algorithms, Pre-
Filled Convex Hull-Aware Construction and Pre-Drawn Virtual Lines Relocation, with number
of obstacles = 2 in theme park size of 2000 × 2000, as seen in Figure 5. Note that the
performance result graph consists of three axes where the X-coordinate shows the min-
imum communication radius of a system member, the Y-coordinate represents the total
number of convex hull obstacle-aware tracking barriers, and the objective value of ϑ for
Algorithms 1 and 2 is represented by the Z-coordinate. Figure 5a,b presents the output of
the proposed algorithms when the number of system components n = 100 and n = 150 with
the number of obstacles p = 2 in 1000× 1000 theme park area. Figure 5c,d demonstrates
the outcome if n = 200 and n = 250, number of obstacles p = 2 in 1000× 1000 theme park
were utilized in the simulation. As shown in Figure 5, we verified that the total number of
convex hull obstacle-aware tracking barriers increased as the minimum communication
range increased for both schemes. In addition, it was demonstrated that the performance
of Algorithm 2, Pre-Drawn Virtual Lines Relocation, was better than that of Algorithm 1:
Pre-Filled Convex Hull-Aware Construction.

In regard to the second experimental scenario, the two approaches, Pre-Filled Convex
Hull-Aware Construction and Pre-Drawn Virtual Lines Relocation, were executed for theme
park sizes of 1000× 1000, 1050× 150, 1100× 1100, 1150× 1150 with n = 100 and p = 2.
As can be observed in Figure 6, there are three axes where the X-coordinate covers the
minimum communication radius of a system member, and the Y-coordinate depicts the
number of convex hull obstacle-aware tracking barriers for the two algorithms in the
Z-coordinate, respectively. Figure 6a,b demonstrates the performance for the number of
convex hull obstacle-aware tracking barriers when the two algorithms performed in a
theme park sized 1000× 1000 and 1050× 1050. Figure 6c,d compares Algorithms 1 and 2
implemented at 1100× 1100 and 1150× 1150. According to Figure 6, the total number of
convex hull obstacle-aware tracking barriers increased as the minimum communication
radius increased for both approaches. Algorithm 2, Pre-Drawn Virtual Lines Relocation,
outperformed Algorithm 1, Pre-Filled Convex Hull-Aware Construction for all applicable
cases in the second group of experiments.
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(a) n = 100 (b) n = 150

(c) n = 200 (d) n = 250

Figure 5. Performance evaluation of different system components n of mobile robots and UAVs with
the number of convex hull obstacles p = 2 in 1000× 1000 theme park size for the number of convex
hull obstacle-aware tracking barriers.

For the third set of simulation scenarios, the two algorithms of, Pre-Filled Convex
Hull-Aware Construction and Pre-Drawn-Virtual-Lines-Relocation are achieved to resolve the
MaxConvexAwareTheme problem. In this scenario, the random interval of communication
range are considered as 30, 35, 40, 35, respectively. Similar to previous groups of simulations,
we have three axis where X-coordinate signifies the minimum communication radius of
system component and Y-coordinate describes the number of convex hull obstacle-aware
tracking barriers by both algorithms in Z-coordinate with n = 100 and p = 2 as seen in
Figure 7. And, Figure 7a,b express the objective value of ϑ with the random interval of
communication range = 30, 35. Also, Figure 7c,d show the performance of two schemes
with the random interval of communication range = 40, 45. Based on the numerical results
as shown in Figure 7, it is identified that the total number of convex hull obstacle-aware
tracking barriers is increasing as the minimum communication radius is increasing by both
methods. As a whole, we can check that Algorithm 2: Pre-Drawn-Virtual-Lines-Relocation
outperforms Algorithm 1: Pre-Filled-Convex Hull-Aware-Construction for every case in the
third set of simulations consequently.
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(a) Theme park size 1000 by 1000 (b) Theme park size 1050 by 1050

(c) Theme park size 1100 by 1100 (d) Theme park size 1150 by 1150

Figure 6. Performance evaluation of different area sizes with number of system components n = 100 with
the number of obstacles p = 2 for the number of convex hull obstacle-aware tracking barriers.

Lastly, for the fourth experimental scenario, the two schemes of Pre-Filled-Convex
Hull-Aware-Construction and Pre-Drawn Virtual Lines Relocation, were used to solve the
MaxConvexAwareTheme problem according to the different numbers of obstacles in the
given areas. The number of convex hull obstacles p was set to 1, 2, 3, 4, respectively. To
be consistent with previous scenarios, we also used three axes in the result graph. The
X-coordinate presents the minimal communication range of the system component and
the Y-coordinate depicts the total number of convex hull obstacle-aware tracking barriers
completed by the proposed schemes in the Z-coordinate, with a total number of system
components n = 100 and a given theme park area size of 1000× 1000, as shown in Figure 8.
Then, Figure 8a,b represents the objective value of ϑ with the number of convex hull
obstacles p = 1, 2. Figure 8c,d displays the obtained results from the two algorithms with a
random interval of communication range = 3, 4. Based on the simulation results, seen in
Figure 8, we demonstrated that the total number of convex hull obstacle-aware tracking
barriers increased as the minimal communication or detection range increased when Pre-
Filled Convex Hull-Aware Construction and Pre-Drawn Virtual Lines Relocation were executed in
the scenario. Furthermore, Algorithm 2, Pre-Drawn Virtual Lines Relocation, performed better
in convex hull obstacle-aware tracking barrier construction than Algorithm 1, Pre-Filled
Convex Hull-Aware Construction, for each applied case in the fourth group of simulations.
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(a) Random interval communication range = 30 (b) Random interval communication range = 35

(c) Random interval communication range = 40 (d) Random interval communication range = 45

Figure 7. Performance evaluation of different random interval communication ranges with the
number of system components n = 100 and the number of obstacles p = 2 in 1000× 1000 theme park
size for the number of convex hull obstacle-aware tracking barriers.

(a) The number of obstacles p = 1 (b) The number of obstacles p = 2

Figure 8. Cont.
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(c) The number of obstacles p = 3 (d) The number of obstacles p = 4

Figure 8. Performance evaluation of different number of obstacles with the number of system
components n = 100 in 1000× 1000 theme park size for the number of convex hull obstacle-aware
tracking barriers.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, by focusing on cooperation between mobile robots and UAVs, we
designed convex hull obstacle-aware tracking barriers that can be used to avoid obstacles
of various shapes within a theme park area. The proposed system uses mobile robots and
UAVs to create as many barriers as possible in areas with various forms of obstacles. We
devised two different algorithms. Algorithm 1, Pre-Filled Convex Hull-Aware Construction,
fills missing parts to make the shape of the obstacle square with minimal area. Algorithm 2,
Pre-Drawn Virtual lines Relocation, pre-draws and rearranges all virtual lines representing
areas where components can be arranged to avoid obstacles. The obtained simulation
results showed that the proposed algorithm generated the maximum number of convex
hull obstacle-aware tracking barriers, according to the given detection accuracy, the number
of convex hull obstacles and the theme park size. The simulations were then performed
by changing the setting or changing the components, and the performances compared
to obtain a result. In future studies, we plan to investigate convex hull obstacle-aware
tracking barrier generation in a three-dimensional environment, that is, 3D rather than 2D,
and focus on developing further improvements in performance. The research issue of how
to create optimal 3D barriers in 3D environments with numerous and variously shaped
obstacles and hindrances is to be critically studied in future. We plan to find the optimal
ratio between a group of mobile robots on the ground and a fleet of UAVs on the aerial
side in three-dimensional theme park regions and smart complex spaces with numerous
obstacles and hindrances when specific barrier construction is requested.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

IoT Internet of Things
UAVs Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
ConvexAwareTheme convex hull obstacle-aware tracking barriers
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